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NEW QUESTION: 1
You manage a cloud service that has a web application named
WebRole1. WebRole1 writes error messages to the Windows Event
Log.
Users report receiving an error page with the following
message: "Event 26 has occurred. Contact your system
administrator." You need to access the WebRole1 event log.
Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
A. Run the Set-AzureVMDiagnosticsExtensionPowerShell cmdlet.
B. Run the Enable-AzureWebsiteApplicationDiagnostic PowerShell
cmdlet.
C. Update the cloud service definition file and the service
configuration file.
D. Create a storage account.
E. Update the WebRole1 web.config file.

F. Enable verbose monitoring.
Answer: C,D,F
Explanation:
Explanation
step 1 specify the scheduled TransferLogLevelFilter to Verbose
in the diagnostics.wadcfg step 2 Update the cloud service
definition file and the service configuration file (.cspkg)
step 3 best practice is to create a separate storage account
for logging diagnostics data References:
http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-s
ervices-how-to-monitor/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is a RuleSet versioning practice that is
prevented by PRPC? (Choose One)
A. Locking a RuleSet that has rules currently checked out
B. Skipping RuleSet versions
C. Having two unlocked versions of the same RuleSet
D. Unlocking a RuleSet that was once locked
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Using the following Refund case life cycle, how do you design
this case to skip the Item Return stage if the item will not be
returned?
A. Add a condition to skip the Item Return stage when a return
is not necessary.
B. Replace the Wait step in the Item Return stage with a Change
Stage step.
C. Add an Item Retention alternate stage and define a process
for retention of item.
D. Add a decision in the Item Return process to change the
stage when a return is not necessary.
Answer: A
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